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Direct and Indirect Equating: A Comparison of Four Methods

Using the Rasch Model

Carol A. Morrison and Steven J. Fitzpatrick

In practice, it is often necessary to equate a new test back to a base test through a series
of linking test forms. In this study, an attempt was made to investigate which item response
theory (IRT) equating method results in the least amount of equating error or "scale drift"
when equating across one or more forms. An internal anchor test design was employed with
five different test forms. Each test form consisted of 30 items, with 10 items in common
with the base test and 5-10 items in common with one or more other forms. Simulated data
were generated for each test form using the Rasch model.

Using one test form as the base test, each of the four other forms were equated directly to
the base test and equated through one or more other forms to the base test. Four equating
methods were examined: concurrent calibration, equating constant procedure, major axis
procedure, and fixed bs procedure. Equating error was assessed using the root mean square
difference between the known true score on a given test form (obtained using the item
difficulties used to generate the simulated data) and the estimated true score on a given test
form (obtained using the adjusted item difficulties from a given equating procedure).

it was found that concurrent calibration resulted in the least amount of equating error
overall. However, a concurrent calibration of several test forms is not always feasible given
practical considerations. In cases like this, the results of this study indicate that major axis
equating results in the least amount of equating error when equating across one or more forms.

In practice, it is often necessary to equate a new test back to a base test through a series of

linking test forms. Normally, the various test forms are linked through common items. Scores

on a new form are equated to scores on a previous form which have been equated to scores on

a previous form which have been equated to scores on the base test, and so on. Conceivably,

the equating chain could go on forever, as long as the chain is linked back to the base test
through common items.

Although an indirect equating design of this type is widely used, it is likely to result in an

increasing amount of equating error or "scale drift" as the number of test forms in the equating

chain increases. Studies are needed to ascertain the magnitude of scale drift that results for

different equating procedures for indirect equating.

In a study pertinent to the present study, Petersen, Cook, & Stocking (1983) investigated

scale drift for the verbal and quantitative sections of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) using

both traditional and item response theory (IRT) equating methods. It was found that the
concurrent calibration method produced the most stable equating results overall. The three

linear equating methods (Tucker, Levine Equally Reliable, and Levine Unequally Reliable
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models) performed adequately fa; reasonably parallel tests. However, when the test forms to

be equated differed in content and length, the three-parameter logistic IRT methods (concurrent

calibration, fixed bs procedure, and characteristic curve transformation procedure) lead to more

stable equating results.

Although previous research has addressed equating situations that have arisen in
commercial tests, no research to date has investigated the relative merits of various equating

procedures when equating across one or more test forms that differ considerably in difficulty.

Thus, the purpose of the present investigation was to study four equating methods that have

been recommended for use with the Rasch model in the context of test forms that differ from

one another in terms of difficulty.

Description of Equating Procedures Used

Four equating procedures were used in this s:udy: (1) concurrent calibration, (2) fixed

bs procedure, (3) equating constant procedure, and (4) major axis procedure. The four
procedures are described below.

Concurrent Calibration

If two or more test forms share common items, they may be combined into a single data

set and calibrated simultaneously. Because all the items are calibrated at the same time, all the

item parameters are estimated on a common scale and no further equating is necessary (Wright

& Stone, 1979).

Fixed bs Procedure

With the fixed bs procedure, the base test form is calibrated first. The new test form is

then calibrated, holding the item difficulty parameters for the anchor items (items in common

on the two forms) fixed at the estimates obtained from the calibration of the base test. Because

the item difficulty parameters of the anchor items are fixed, the scale on the new test form is

said to be the Lame as that of the base test form (Wright, Rossner, & Congdon, 1985).

Equating Constant Procedure

In the equating constant procedure, the item uifficulties for the anchor test items on the

new test are subtracted from their corresponding anchor item difficulties on the base test.
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These differences are summed and divided by the total number of anchor test items. The mean

difference is then added to each item difficulty on the new test form to obtain the adjusted item

difficulties (Wright & Stone, 1979).

Major Axis Procedure

The major axis procedure uses the regression of the new test anchor item difficulties on

the base test anchor item difficulties and the regression of the base test anchor item difficulties

on the new test anchor item difficulties to obtain the major axis equation to be used in finding

the base test equivalent for a given item difficulty on the new test. Once the major axis
equation has been determined, all the item difficulties on the new test are simply substituted

into the equation to get the adjusted item difficulties. The equations to be used to find the major

axis are as follows (E. Jennings, personal communication, 1990):

Given the item difficulty values (BASE) on the base test and paired item difficulty values

(NEW) on the new test, consider the regression equations

NEW = a + b*BASE

and

BASE = c d*NEW

where a and c are regression constants and b and d are slopes.

Let e = (c-a/b)/2

f = (d +1/b)!2

g = (a-c/d)/2

h = (b+1/d)/2

The equation for the major axis to be used in finding the value of the new test that is equivalent

to a given value of the base test is:

NEW = g + h*BASE

6
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The equation for the major axis to be used in finding the value of the base test that is equivalent

to a given value of the new test is:

BASE = e + f*NEW

True Score Equating

In item response theory, an estimated true score for a test form can be calculated by

summing the probabilities of correct responses over all items. Once the item parameter
estimates for two tests measuring the same ability, 0, have been put on a common scale, the

estimated true score on one test is said to be equated to the estimated true score on a second test

form if each corresponds to the same ability level (Lord, 1980). For example, if the estimated

true score on Form A is expressed as:

ETRUA = Pi(0)

and the estimated true score on Form B is expressed as:

ETRUB = P.
J(0)

then for a particular ability level (0):

ETRUA = Pi (0) is equivalent to ETRUB = pj(0)

Method

In practice, it is often necessary to equate a new test back to a base test through a series of

linking test forms. In this study, an attempt was made to investigate which equating method

results in the least amount of equating error or "scale drift" when equating across one or more

forms. An internal anchor test design was employed with five different test forms. Each test

form consisted of 30 items, with 10 items in common with the base test and 5-10 items in

common with one or more other forms (no more than 5 items in common with any one form).
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Data Generation Procedure

Simulated data were generated for each test form using the Rasch model. The true item

difficulties for each form were based on item difficulty parameter estimates obtained from a

calibration of the actual test forms which had served as an impetus to this study. The mean true

item difficulties on Forms B-E differed from the mean true item difficulty on Form A, the base

test, by .4 to .8.

The true item difficulties for the base test (Form A) and an easier form (Form B) are

presented in Table 1.

Table 1

True Item Difficulty Values for the Base Test,
Form A, and an Easier Form, Form B

Form A Common Form B
Items Items Items

2.07
0.77
1.61
1.50

-0.55
-1.00
-2.39

1.14
0.61
(1.73

-1.37 -2.17
0.32 -0.48

-0.49 -1.29
0.33 -0.47

-0.18 -0.98
-1.02 -1.82
-1.08 -1.88
-2.32 -3.12

2.44 1.64
-1.44 -2.24

0.42 -1.38
-0.14 -1.94

0.59 -1.21
-1.28 -2.08
-0.91 1.71

1.05 0.25
0.33 0.47

-1.90 -1.70
0.02 -0.78

-0.40 0.20
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The true item difficulties for the base test (Form A) and a more difficult form (Form E)

are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

True Item Difficulty Values for the Base Test, Form A,
and a More Difficult Form, Form E

Form A
Items

Common Form E
Items Items

2.07 -0.22
0.77 -0.28

-1.61 -1.52
1.50 3.24

-0.55 -0.64
-1.00 1.20
-2.39 0.59

1.14 1.94
0.61 1.41

-0.73 1.07
-1.37 0.57

0.32 1.12
-0.49 1.31

0.33 1.13
-0.18 0.62
-1.02 1.22
-1.08 1.28
-2.32 -0.52

2.44 2.24
-1.44 1.64

0.42
0.14
0.59
1.28
0.91
1.05
0.33

-1.90
0.02

-0.40

Two of the test forms were easier than the base test (Forms B & C) and two of the forms

were more difficult than the base test (Forms D & E). Descriptive statistics for the true item

difficulties for Forms A-E are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviations of True Item Difficulties - Forms A-E

Forma Mean SD

A 0.24 1.22
B 0.65 1.40
C 0.97 1.33
D 0.23 1.44
E 0.51 1.15

an = 30 items for each form

The theta values used to generate response data for the five test forms were randomly

drawn from a standard normal distribution using the RANNOR function in SAS. The
probability of a correct response by each simulee to each item was calculated using the Rasch

model and then compared to another number drawn randomly from a uniform distribution

using the RANUNI function in SAS. If the probability of a correct response was greater than

the uniform random number, the item was counted as correct (1). If the probability of a correct

response was less than the random number, the item was counted as incorrect (0).

A total of 2,500 simulees were used, 500 for each test form. The data generation
procedure resulted in perfect scores for some of the simulees. These simulees were eliminated
because 0 cannot be estimated in this case. Descriptive statistics for the simulated test scores
for the five forms are presented in Table 4.

Table 4

Means and Standard Deviations of Raw Scores Forms A-E

Form n Mean SD

A 500 16.33 5.79
B 499 17.75 5.28
C 499 19.72 4.88
D 500 13.42 5.18
E 496 12.02 5.39
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thrggisaliaing. Using Form A as the base test, Forms B, C, D, and E were each
equated directly to Form A using four equating methods concurrent calibration, equating

constant procedure, major axis procedure, and fixed bs procedure.

Indirect equating.. Form C was then equated to Form A through Form B using the
equating constant procedure, major axis procedure, and fixed bs procedure. In other words,

Form C was equated to the Form B item parameters which had already been equated to the

Form A item parameters. Similarly, Form D was equated to Form A through both Forms C

and B. Finally, Form E was equated to Form A through Forms D, C, & B. A diagram

depicting the equating design used in this study is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1

Equating design, Forms B-E equated directly to Form A
and Forms C-E equated indirectly to Form A.

Direct Equating Indirect Equating

B--->A

C--->A C--->B--->A

D--->A D--->C--->B--->A

E--->A E--->D--->C--->B--->A

An equating design such as the design used in this study is likely to occur when a test

publisher, university testing center, or other testing organization must equate one or more new

test forms to an existing test form through a series of linking forms.

Assessing Equating Error

Calculation of estimated true scores. Once the adjusted item difficulties were obtained for

each form (using the different equating methods) for a direct equating and an equating through

one or more forms, estimated true scores were obtained using the adjusted item difficulties

from each equating procedure and thetas ranging from 3.5 to +3.5 in .10 intervals.
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Calculatio of known true scores. Known true scores were then calculated for each form

using the item difficulties that were used to gener:1:e the simulated data (known item
difficulties) for each form and thetas ranging from -3.5 to +3.5 in .10 intervals.

Based on true score equating, the known true score for a particular ability level (0),

obtained using the known item difficulties for the base test, Form A, is equivalent to the known

true scores for that same ability level obtained using the known item difficulties for Forms B-E.

This relationship holds because the known item difficulties for Forms B-E are on the same

scale as the known item difficulties for Form A because the common items' have exactly the

same item difficulties.

Thereiore, the estimated true scores for various ability levels obtained using the adjusted

item difficulties from a particular equating procedure for a particular form may be compared to

the corresponding known true scores for that form to see how well the equating procedure

recovered the known true scores for that form, which are perfectly equivalent to the known true

scores on the base test.

Statistic to assess scale drift. A root mean square difference statistic (RMSD) was
computed to assess the amount of equating error for each procedure for direct equating and

equating across one or more forms. This statistic, or a variation, is frequently employed in the

statisical literature to represent total error. The RMSD results in values that are on the same

scale as the estimated true scores. The formula for the RMSD statistic is as follows:

Where:

RMSD =
(t'i - ti)2

st2

is the estimated criterion score

ti is the criterion score

st- is the variance of the criterion score

In this case, is the estimated true score for a given ability level, Oi, obtained using the

adjusted item difficulties obtained from an equating procedure for a particular test form, and ti

is the known true score for the same ability level obtained using the known item difficulties

used to generate the simulated data for the same test form.

12
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A comparison was also made between the root mean square difference obtained from a

direct equating to Form A vs. the root mean square difference from an equating through one or

more forms for each test form. The direct equating RMSD was simply subtracted from the

RMSD from equating across forms to obtain a measure of the effects of scale drift.

Results and Discussion

Direct Equating

Table 5 presents the unweighted mean square differences for Forms B-E equated directly

to Form A and Forms B-E equated through one or more forms to Form A.

'Fable 5
Root Mean Square Differences for Various Equating Procedures:

Direct and Indirect Equating
(n=71)a

Direct Equating
Equating
Constant

Major
Axis

Fixed
bs

Concurrent
Calibration

Form B onto A 1.0003 0.8586 0.9961 0.6656
Form C onto A 0.1814 0.1183 0.1609 0.0424
Form D onto A 0.0656 0.4297 0.0600 0.0755
Form E onto A 1.0859 1.0794 1.0929 0.3708

Form C onto A
(Through B)

Form D onto A
(Through C & B)

EsuatingAusaLaarasam
Equating Major Fixed
Constant Axis bs

1.5037 1.1674 1.4207

equating Across TWe Forms
Equating Major Fixed
Constant Axis bs

1.6236 1.1820 1.5256

E qu a t ng.AU1215IhregEs) rum

Equating Major Fixed
Constant Axis bs

Form E onto A 1.5002 0.9378 1.4797
(Through D, C & B)

an = 71 because there are 71 thetas between 3.5 and +3.5 in .10 intervals
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Based on the results reported in Table 5, concurrent calibration resulted in the least equating
error of the four equating methods examined in this study. These results are consistent with

the results reported by Petersen, Cook, & Stocking (1983). Although concurrent calibration

was included under the heading of direct equating, it really should be in a category of its own

since it is neither direct equating nor equating across forms. A concurrent calibration puts all
test forms on the same scale automatically by calibrating the forms in a single calibration run.

With one exception (Form D onto A), the other three equating procedures resulted in

more equating error than did the concurrent calibration procedure. The equating constant
procedure and the fixed bs procedure resulted in virtually identical amounts of equating error
when equating one form directly onto another form.

The results from the major axis procedure were more variable. In two cases (Form C
onto A and Form E onto A), the results for the major axis procedure were very similar to the

results reported for the equating constant procedure and the fixed bs procedure. However, in

one case (Form B onto A), the major axis procedure performed somewhat better than the

equating constant procedure and the fixed bs procedure and in one case (Form D onto A), the
major axis procedure performed somewhat worse than these two methods.

Equating Across One or More Forms

The major axis procedure resulted in the least amount of equating error when equating
across one or more forms, as reported in Table 5. Further, the major axis method also resulted

in the smallest difference between the RMSD of a direct equating and the RMSD of an equating
across forms, as reported in Table 6.

14
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Table 6

Differences Between Root Mean Square Difference of a Direct Equating
Versus Equating Across Forms for Various Equating Procedures

(ll=71)a

Equating Across One Form
Equating
Constant

Major
Axis

Fixed
bs

Form C onto A 1.5037 1.1674 1.4207
(Through B)

Form C onto A 0.1814 0.1183 0.1609
(Directly)

Difference 1.3223 1.0491 1.2598

Equating Across Two Forms
Equating
Constant

Major
Axis

Fixed
bs

Form D onto A 1.6236 1.1820 1.5256
(Through C & B)

Form D onto A 0.0656 0.4297 0.0600
(Directly)

Difference 1.5580 0.7523 1.4656

Equating Across Three Forms
Equating
Constant

Major
Axis

Fixed
bs

Form E onto A 1.5002 0.9378 1.4797
(Through D, C & B)

Form E onto A 1.0859 1.0794 1.0929
(Directly)

Difference 0.4143 -0.1416 0.3868

an = 71 because there are 71 thetas between -3.5 and +3.5 in .10 intervals

The equating constant proceck:r:: and the fixed bs procedure resulted in very similar

amounts of equating error when equating across forms. Further, these two procedures alto

resulted in very similar differences between the RMSD of a direct equating and the RMSD of

an equating across forms.
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Discussion

In all cases but one (the major axis procedure for Form E onto A vs. Form E onto A
through D, C, & B), equating across forms resulted in considerably more equating error than

did equating one form directly onto another form. It may seem strange that the equating across

three forms resulted in less equating error than did a direct equating, but it is possible that the

equating errors cancelled each other out as Form E was equated to Form A (the base test)

through two easier forms and one more difficult form.

Based on the results of this study, it appears that concurrent calibration produces the least

amount of equating error or "scale drift" of the four equating procedures examined for test
forms that differ in difficulty. These resul. , are consistent with the results reported by
Petersen, Cook, & Stocking, 1983, for the SAT.

Unfortunately, it is not always feasible to calibrate several test forms

concurrently because different forms are given at different times of the year and calibrations

must be done immediately to give examinees their scores. If practical considerations make a

concurrent calibration impossible, it appears that the major axis procedure results in the least

amount of equating error when equating across one or more forms that differ in difficulty. The

major axis, equating constant, and fixed bs procedures result in very similar amounts of
equating error when equating one test form directly onto another form.

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that concurrent calibration results in the

least amount of equating error when equating one or more test forms to a base test form and the

major axis procedure results in the least amount of equating error when equating a test form

through one or more other test forms to the base test form. Therefore, it is recommended that

several test forms that differ in difficulty be calibrated concurrently if practical considerations

permit; otherwise, the major axis procedure appears to be the best alternative.
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